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Yesterday I came across a Facebook post asking why there are such subtle fees on Tinder recently. Hmm, everyone's busy playing Pokemon Go, I thought. And it turns out I wasn't alone in thinking that people would rather hatch eggs than napkins right now. People responded to her post with screenshots of their latest Pokemon
conquests to show what they really were before. The day after its limited release last week, Pokemon Go was already more popular than Tinder. According to SurveyMonkey Intelligence, according to SurveyMonkey Intelligence, as of July 13, with 21 million active users, this is the largest mobile game in the history of the United States. It
is safe to call the game madness. However, not every Pokemon player has given up dating completely. There have also been stories of people meeting each other on Pokemon Go and others trying Pokemon Go and Chill. While dating apps have experimented with new ways to get people to meet offline as soon as possible, Pokemon has
made talking to new people IRL fun and easy - and no mirror selfies involved. So are we really giving up dating or frustrated daters just by turning Pokemon Go into the dating app they've always wanted? Until we find out what the future of dating (and Pokemon) has, I think it's safe to say Pikachu is becoming a new priority for many. Here
are the people who would rather catch them all than go on a date right now. Images: Fotolia Pokemon Go is everywhere right now, giving adults across the United States (and in some other places) an excuse to play outside again. However, there are some places you absolutely don't have to play Pokemon Go. Like Auschwitz. Which
should be pretty self-evident, but apparently not. Pokemon Go has a lot of pluses - it's fun, it's been a boon for many small businesses, and it might be the best motivation anyone has ever come up with an exercise, for example. In fact, it's a little hard to see a flaw to something that involves so much carefree fun and can make people so
happy. However, there are several ways that Pokemon Go can be a bit awful - not because of the game itself, but because of people choosing to play it at the wrong time or place. And while you might think that some of these times and places will be self-evident, it seems that they are not. The age of the smartphone has brought with it
many questions about when the technology is and does not fit. Should we take a selfie at the funeral? Should we record videos at concerts? Is it normal to be tweeting during church? These are all interesting questions, and there are many arguments to be made anyway in many cases -- so as there are many scenarios where you could
discuss whether or not to play Pokemon Go is appropriate. But there's been a while that's really really really Not. Here are five, as seen on the real news from this week.1. The fact that someone will try to play Pokemon Go in a Holocaust-focused museum to find out is depressing, but apparently enough people have done so that the
Golokausi Museum in Washington, D.C., is looking to have themselves removed from the game. And this problem not only applies to Holocaust museums - any museum or memorial focused on tragedy really should be off limits. Speaking of ... 2. Auschwitz and 9/11 MemorialNeilson Barnard/Getty Images Entertainment/Getty
ImagesWhat is worse than a treatment place dedicated to remembering tragedy as a game? Treating a place where horrible, tragic things actually happened is like a game. Auschwitz and the 9/11 Memorial made news as a place where people apparently decided to play Pokemon Go. This also applies to any site where a large number of
people have died, so if you are near a battlefield, a place of mass murder, or anywhere in general dealing with genocide, put your phone away.3. HospitalsBen Pruchnie/Getty Images News/Getty ImagesIf you want to play Pokemon Go while you're bored in the ambulance waiting room, I'm not going to definitively say you shouldn't, but
you definitely shouldn't go to the hospital specifically for a Pokemon hunt. And yes, it's true even if there are Pokestops or Pokegyms in the building. Some hospitals that have that misfortune are already experiencing problems with anxious players getting under their feet and potentially interfering in patient care - and if there is one thing
that can be even worse than disrespecting the dead, it may just be a risk to life alive. So please don't go to the hospital to play Pokemon Go. 4. During religious services, the church's extramieme is actually covered by a stream of Pokemon Go players visiting the building, hoping that some people may turn up for the game, but find
themselves hanging around for more serious reasons. Also, churches that are open to the public are used to visitors anyway, so as long as you're not disrespectful in your quest - and as long as no one asks you to stop - it doesn't automatically go to play Pokemon Go in church. Exception: If there is a service in the process. If people
actively worship, you should not do anything to distract or prevent it. Wait until the services are over. In addition, any religious group that does not want people to play Pokemon Go in their holy buildings should also be closed (with one possible exception is Westboro Baptist Church).5 Cemeteries BRENDAN SMIALOWSKI/AFP/Getty
ImagesWhile they are not sites of tragedies, the same respect for the dead should continue to apply; that's why it's kind of a problem that people have played Pokemon Go on Cemetery. This also applies to funeral homes and anywhere that any funeral service can occur. Don't play Pokemon Go anywhere near the funeral. And don't play
anywhere you can expect people to mourn their loved ones. Just don't do it. Whether you are a lover or a hater of Pokemon Go, Nintendo and Niantic's nostalgia-tastic augmented reality game seems to be everywhere. The free game has reportedly already racked up over 15 million downloads, which for most mobile games should mean
big profits, begging the question - how does Pokemon Go make money and still remain free to download? The Fiscal Times reports that in the days following the release of the popular game, Nintendo's shares rose 53 percent, raising the company's market value by about $12 billion. Obviously, the game generates profits somehow. As
The New Yorker notes, while you don't have to spend money to enjoy Pokemon Go, microtransactions inside the game are an important part of its business model. In order for players to upgrade their Pokemon catching abilities they can visit the Pokemon store. Here players can spend their Pokecoins on items such as extra Pokeballs,
Lure modules, egg incubators, and even additional Pokemon storage. One hundred Pokecoins is equal to 99 cents in the U.S. currency, and the game is about $1.6 million per day from these microtransactions. For the popular mobile game, this model can be quite profitable, but Pokemon Go has other revenue streams that make it
unique. Niantic will deliver new wearables by the end of this month (July 30 or 31 depending on where it was pre-ordered from) called Pokemon Go Plus. This small device, in the shape of a red-and-white Pokeball, vibrates and lights up whenever the Pokemon is nearby. It refers to your smartphone via Bluetooth, allowing you to play the
game while traveling without being distracted by looking at your phone screen. Click on the central button on Pokemon Go Plus and you can check in Pokestops collecting items or even throw a Poke ball. The accessory costs $34.99, and many stores have reportedly stopped accepting pre-orders due to overwhelming interest. Aside from
the store and wearables, Pokemon Go has another important thing at its disposal: information. In order to play, the game gets access to the player's smartphone camera and GPS tracking. As The New Yorker notes, if Niantic decides to compile a database of customer information and sell it to third-party marketers and advertisers, this
data will be the company's most valuable product. The Wall Street Journal reports that McDonald's is exploiting the widespread popularity of Pokemon Go, cutting off a sponsorship deal with the game as it debuts in Japan.Ingress, Pokemon Go's augmented reality predecessor as well corporate sponsored venues for gaming portals
(places that Pokestops Pokestops Based on). The deal is expected to be announced on Wednesday, giving the fast food chain important locations in the game in Japan. Nintendo may only own one-third of the Pokemon Co., but it's safe to say they'll have a few more Pokecoins in the bank by the end of this week. Images: Pokemon Go
News/Twitter, RS Gamers Club/Twitter, giphy You can buy almost anything online. Even some purchases that seem most appropriate for the in-store experience have moved into the cyber world. This includes the girl's best friend - Diamonds. Websites offer convenience, but buying jewelry without seeing it personally can be challenging.
Here are some tips you can keep in mind if you're thinking about buying diamonds online. Know what you get as you start your jewelry quest, set a budget and then decide what characteristics are important to you, says Seth Rosen, who heads the International Gem Society. Diamonds are evaluated according to four C,system created by
the Gemological Institute of America. Four criteria: color, clarity, cut and carat weight. It is important to know where the diamond falls into each of the categories, as these qualities affect the appearance of the diamond. An online classification scale can help. Brenda Harvick, manager of the campus and hemology instruction lab at the GIA
in Carlsbad, Calif., said some online buyers are overlooking the importance of diamond cut, which can range from excellent to poor, according to the GIA Diamond Scale. If the diamond cut is somewhat poor, then you'll find that it lacks some of that brilliance - some of that glitter - that you'd expect, says Harvick. Find a stone that fits into
your budget, but pay attention to four C's. If you buy based on a lower price alone, you can end up with a diamond that looks more boring than radiant. Check out the GIA report Perhaps the biggest fear of any internet buyer is that the product description on the Internet will not match the item that arrives in the mail. When it comes to
diamonds, the best way to make sure you get what has been described on the website is the GIA report, which contains an estimate of C's stone four. If you're going to buy a diamond online, it's really a necessity to have this report, says Harvick. Diamonds are usually displayed with their unique GIA report number. While you're browsing,
you can sell the GIA website to confirm that the report shown with the diamond corresponds to the GIA database. The report is like an insurance policy because it tells you what you're getting, says Harvick. Not that the time you also want to make sure that the diamond seller is legal. Read customer reviews on the site and elsewhere on
the Internet. Check the accreditation of the Office for Improvement Use your credit card as a payment method best shot in contesting a charge in a fraud case. Also, look at the return policy. You want to have some way to get the diamond back if you change your mind. Return policies should be set out on the seller's website, so read the
fine print. Many online sellers offer a 30-day guarantee of reverse money, says Ira Weissman, founder of Diamond Pro, an educational website. Make sure you are familiar with your online jewelry delivery policy. Look for companies that will insure the package and require a signature when delivering. Make sure you are familiar with your
online jewelry delivery policy. Look for companies that will insure the package and require a signature when delivering. Weigh your options in the store Finally, make sure you are comfortable with the purchase. If you're afraid to make a mistake, Rosen recommends working with a jeweler who looks at the stone in person, though you'll
probably pay more for the service. The GIA suggests finding an online seller who also has a physical location where you can see the diamond. All things being equal, you can get a better price if you buy a diamond online, says Rosen, who also runs a custom jewelry business called CustomMade. That's good news. The bad news is that it
is very, very difficult, if not impossible, to buy a diamond online and really understand what you are going to get. Rosen cautions against putting online research into making you think you know exactly what's coming in the mail. According to him, diamonds of the same level of clarity can look different, depending on the location of
imperfections. But Weissman says online jewelry stores such as James Allen and Blue Nile offer high-quality images and videos of their diamonds so shoppers can see what they're getting. Getting. pokemon diamond play online free. pokemon diamond and pearl play online. play pokemon diamond online emulator. pokemon diamond and
pearl game play online. pokemon diamond and pearl version play online. play pokemon diamond version online free
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